Throughout the last year, we see an increasing number of Facebook posts wishing to reclaim lost items and return found items. Most of these announcements are published by students, who often publish posts regarding lost/found credit cards, student ID cards, clothing, etc. Our application is designed to allow simpler and more effective management of such lost/found announcements.

Aside from server matching, the user can also browse all of the open reports on the server (possibly applying filters to focus them) and “manually” look for possible matches.

The user can report a lost item (or a found one). When a new item is reported, the server automatically tries to match it to a pre-existing report in the system (a lost with a found and vice-versa).

When a user finds a potential match, he can start an in-app conversation with the relevant counter-part. Doing so, they can exchange identifying details of the item and coordinate the item’s reclaim, completing the correspondence via a “handshake”.
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